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New Bumper Chassis
We have improved our
standard electric high
pressure cleaner chassis
by adding a bumper. It
helps to protect the
motor from being
knocked and damaged.
Another advantage of
this innovation is for
lifting the unit for loading.

Printed High
Pressure Hose

We are now going to be
supplying all our high pressure
cleaners with new high pressure hose. We have had our details
printed onto the hose, which will make it easier for us to be
contacted if there is a problem with the unit or for further orders.

New High Pressure Pumps
We are excited to introduce to you some new high
pressure pumps. The new Penta-C27/500,
GHC12/50S and GHC16/50S, all reach pressures of
500 bar. The GH series is a 3 plunger pump with
integral ceramic plungers, while the PENTA 500 is a
5 piston plunger pump. These new pumps were
introduced with the intention of filling a gap in the
market by providing a high performing product at a
comparatively low price.
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Well done, Doc!
Doc recently saved us from being scammed yet again! A person wanting a high pressure unit, phoned in and was helped by Doc
who became suspicious when all that the customer wanted was an expensive machine, not worrying about any specifications.
He told the potential customer that he needed to pay in advance. He was happy to do so. Later we got a phone call from him
saying that his bookkeeper had made a huge mistake and instead of paying R16500.00, she had deposited R31500.00 and could
we please transfer, electronically, the “extra money”, R15000.00. It turns out that he had deposited a stolen cheque although the
deposit slip faxed to us showed “cash” (cheque details tippexed out). Needless to say he didn't arrive to collect his machine.

Farewell, Craig
We are sad to say good-bye
to Craig. He has been a great
asset both in our Durban and
Johannesburg branches.
Craig was excellent at multi
tasking, being both the
Marketing and IT manager.

Craig and his wife Samantha
Not only was he good at his job, but he earned the respect of all his
colleagues by always being available to help out in any situation, and
always happy to do so.
We wish him well in his future, although we are sure that he will
succeed in all that he does.

“We would often be sorry if our wishes were gratified.”
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Model
Model

Two Stage
Motor By-pass

Volt

Water Lift

Air flow

Tank Capacity

Weight

HawkVac 215

1200 w

220 - 240 V

2200 mm

170 m³/m

24 L

9,3 kg

HawkVac 515

1200 w

220 - 240 V

2200 mm

170 m³/m

32 L

9,6 kg

HawkVac 629

2400 w

220 - 240 V

2200 mm

340 m³/m

78 L

HawkVac 633

3500 w

220 - 240 V

2400 mm

640 m³/m

78 L
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336 Sydney Road Durban,4000
Phone: (031) 205-4313

Vaal Triangle
15 Loch Street, Meyerton, 1961
Tel: (016) 362-0410

Johannesburg
98 Newton Road, Meadowdale, 1401.
Phone: (011) 974-4662

Port Elizabeth
42 Sidwell Avenue, Port Elizabeth, 6001
Phone: (041) 451-4332

Cape Town
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